
 

Version 2.36 new features: 

1) Added a bunch of new features.  Here is a summary: 

– An option to close your trade if you get in before the news comes out (#2 below) 

– An option to set a hard stop as tight as the broker will allow as soon as one of your orders 

goes live, and to remove the other pending order at that time (#3 below) 

– If you are in the wrong way on a safe trigger (you have a live buy on a safe sell trigger or a 

live sell on a safe buy trigger), your live trade will be closed immediately (#4 below). 

– Added a reverse buy and sell flag (#5 below). 

- Took out the “failed to delete” messages from the Experts tab.  This was cosmetic. 

- Fixed a bug in the pending sell retry logic. 

- Prints the total profit/loss for the trade on the trading station in the upper left once the 

last order is closed (perhaps a mixed blessing). 

- Prints the largest the spread got during the course of the trade in the upper left once the 

last order is closed. 

- Fixed logic that sets and moves stops to hopefully reduce or get rid of “Invalid SL or TP” 

messages (maybe wishful thinking) (see #3 below for more info). 

- Cleaned up the Experts tab to try to make it much easier to understand and follow. 

- Fixed timeToLive which is used to take trades out when there is no data expected (the 4:28 

AM trades). 

- In the profit targets section, allowed the close volume to be 0.0, which means you are just 

moving the stops without closing anything along the way.  In fact you can have any 

combination of stop moves and close percentages (#6 below). 

- Added an option to have take profit lines drawn on your chart at the take profit levels you 

selected (#6 below) once one of your orders goes live. 

 

2) Pre-news live trade function 

The following inputs are available: 

- preNewsRiskAlg - Default  2  

- tradeDelaySec – Default 0   

 

 You have 3 choices here.  Setting this to 1 means you want your live trade closed 

immediately if it goes live before the news comes out.  If you set it to 2, it means you 

only want your live trade closed if it went in before the news was DUE out.  If you set it 

to 3, it means you want your trade left alone even if it goes live before the news comes 

out.  A trade could go live early due to a pre-mature spike or could be caused if the 

STPro gets the data a bit late.  If the data comes out late, we have no way of knowing 

whether all the other data providers got it late also or if only ours did.  

 The tradeDelaySec is to be set for AUD and NZD trades where we frequently see the 

data released 2 or 3 seconds after the posted time.  This changes the trade DUE time to 

tradeDelaySec AFTER the posted time.  So if a trade is posted at 18:30:00 and the 

tradeDelaySec = 2, the trade DUE time is assumed to be 18:30:02.  It is common for AUD 

and NZD trades be released a couple seconds late. 



 With risk algorithm 2, if the news is due out at 08:30:00 and you go live before that, your 

trade will be closed immediately, but if you get in after that, it will be left alone.  With 

algorithm 1 it will be closed if the data is not out yet regardless if it is before or after the 

due time. 

 

3) Set Minimum Stop 

The following inputs are available:  

- setMinStop – Default  y 

 

 If you set setMinStop to y, a hard stop will be placed in your live order as soon as it goes 

live.  There is a variable called stopLevel which is supposed to be the minimum distance 

away from the current price that you are allowed to set a stop loss at any given time for 

your particular broker.  The logic works like this.  If you are in on a Buy, it takes the 

current Bid price minus the stopLevel minus 1 pip.  If you are in on a Sell, it takes the 

current Ask price plus the stopLevel plus 1 pip.  This is the starting point.  It tries a stop 

at that point and if it fails to be set (err 129 or 130), it increments the stop by 1 pip and 

tries again.  It does this up to 6 times.   If the stop is successfully set, it will remove the 

other pending order.  If the stop fails to be set, it will leave the other pending order in.  

 There is no way to know where the broker will let you place a stop during fast moving 

markets.  The Straddle will calculate the best stop placement based on all available 

information.  If it gets an Error 129 or Error 130, which WILL happen from time to time, 

it will increment the stop by one and try again.  You should expect to see some of these 

errors in the Experts tab.  It is perfectly normal and nothing to be concerned about. 

 This has no effect on the old logic regarding your order getting profitable by 5 pips.  All 

that will still work the same regardless of whether you use this or not. 

 

4) Wrong Way Order 

The following inputs are available:  

- none 

 

 Lately I have seen spikes in the wrong direction just a few milliseconds after the data 

comes out.  This causes us to get taken in the wrong way, only to see it then spike back 

in the correct direction.   The new logic will take you out if this happens assuming it hits 

our safe trigger.  So if you have a live sell and the data comes out as a safe Buy, you will 

be taken out immediately, as you will if you have a live buy and the data comes out as a 

safe Sell.  In this case, you may get out with a profit or maybe not, but you should lose 

way less than if you have to do this manually while watching it run against you. 

 

5) Reverse Buy/Sell Triggers 

The following inputs are available:  

- reverseBuySell – Default n 

 

 If this doesn’t make any sense to you, don’t worry about it.  The few people it will affect 

will understand the value of it.  You should never change the default unless you 

thoroughly understand why you are doing it. 



 If you set this to y, the Straddle will assume you are trading a pair whose direction is 

opposite of the pair the STPro is set for.  For example if a UK release is set for the 

GBP/USD, and you are trading the EUR/GBP, you need to set this to y because the 

EUR/GBP will spike down on a Buy and up on a Sell.  You will need this to be set to y for 

the Straddle to properly handle the Wrong Way Order logic (#4 above) in the event you 

get in the wrong way. 

 The only reason this now matters is because the Straddle would have no idea whether 

you are in the Wrong Way if it didn’t know this.   

 

6) Draw Take Profit Lines Flag 

The following inputs are available:  

- takeProfitLines – Default y 

 

 If set to y, once your order goes live, thin orange lines will be drawn on your chart 

showing you visibly where your profit targets are set based on your entry price.  You 

cannot use them to close the order.  They are simply visible representations of where 

your order(s) will hit the different levels.  Closing and stop movement will be determined 

by the closeVol and/or stopLoss you chose for that level. 

 

7) New Take Profit Level Logic 

 

 With regards to the take profit levels and options: 

o For each take profit (TP) level you choose, you can close some portion of your 

order and/or move the stop loss. 

o To leave a stop loss where it currently is, just leave the StopLoss1, 2, or 3 set to 

0.  This effectively tells the Straddle not to move it from the current position.  It 

does NOT tell the Straddle to set it back to 0. 

o Similarly, to not close any of the order at a given level, just leave closeVol1, 2, or 

3 set to 0.0. 

o So, for example, lets assume you are in for 1 lot.  You could set TP levels at 10, 

20, and 25 pips, not close any part of the order, and have the stops moved to 

say 4, 12, and 18 respectively when each TP level is hit. 

o Or, using the above example, you could have the same TP levels.  At level 1 (10 

pips), you could close .2 lots and move the stop to 5.  At level 2 you could close 

another .3 but not move the stop at all (leave stopLoss2 at 0.0).  At level 3, you 

might want to not close any of the order but move the stop to 20. 

o Or, maybe you want to set the first TP at 8 pips moving the stop to 3 and closing 

.5, and setting the second TP at 15 moving the stop to 9 and closing another .2, 

and not have any third TP.  This is fine. 

o These examples are not typically how you would use TP levels but are there to 

show you the flexibility you have in setting them. 

 

 

 


